
Timveg Data Collection Version 2015b 

The TIMVEG VRI and NFI (CMI) data collection software has been enhanced with the following 

features/functions: 

Item Programs 
affected  

Description 

New CMI sample 
type :YSM  

CMI The sample types Y and L are available for selection in the CH 
header Sample Type. 
If the sample is Y or L 
*  Log grading is not allowed in the tree data entry (the log edit 
section is hidden). 
*  Log grades are not exported 
*  Log validations are skipped - no warning for missing log 
grade(s) 
*  If there are logs because user switched to Y/L from another 
sample type then the log validations will be triggered for 
existing log records.  However, since user can't see the logs 
they must switch the sample type back from Y/L to see the 
logs. 
 

In the PC program 
* Can select Y and L for export and validation 
* Y/L validation same as full CMI validation except no check for 
missing logs.  If there are logs, because user switched to Y/L 
from another sample type, then they will be validated. 
* Y/L export same as full CMI survey export/validation except 
for log grades are not exported. 

Walkthrough 
Bearings 

CMI The walkthrough pin bearings weren’t calculating in some 
instances.  This has been fixed. 

Small Tree Plot 
Printout 

CMI Add the 10-30cm class to the printout. 

Species 
Composition 
Validation 

 New validation will warn if any species that is >20% of the 
composition does not have a site tree. 

Grid 
Replacement 
Validation 

VRI The Plot grid replacement value is mandatory. 
Don't let users into the trees unless they fill in the grid 
replacement.  If Plot Cluster = Y then grid replacement is 
required.  PC program validation is: Plot Grid Replacement is 
required if Plot Cluster = Y. 

Clean up 
temporary files 
when close app 

VRI + CMI Remove temporary files when the program closes.  This will 
prevent “inheriting” details from previously open surveys. 

New validation  VRI + CMI The only deciduous species allowed for grade C is ACT 



Print To File 
filename change 

PC VRI +  
PC CMI 

Changed the "Print to File" filename for Reports and 
Validations. 
Use Prefix (R or V) + 3 digits of project + 4 digits of sample .txt 
as the filename (eg R0390023.txt) 

 
 
 

 


